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The Agreement Process

Take the time and effort necessary to ensure smooth relationships.
1. Set up the deal - Create predictable expectations from the start. In the initial conversation, get as
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many facts as you can and be transparent. Know what you want, and be proud of what you can deliver.
Know your trade through and through. Seek to dispel poor assumptions they may be making. Be clear
about what you cannot, or do not intend to, deliver.
Understand their goals and their limitations - Remember the three key aspects of any deal:
Scope (what am I doing for you?), schedule (when does it need to be done?), and resources (what is
your budget?). Let them pick one, and the others will fall into place. If they need to pick two, and that
can’t work for you, kill this deal early.
Understand your terms - What are your deal-breakers? Know each “expense” and “potential
for loss” that exists in this transaction, and address each up front. Consider the worst situations and
address what would happen. Your general terms should not change a whole lot from client to client.
Terms + Proposal = Agreement
Draft a proposal - Outline the deal clearly and completely. Use words and images to show that you
understand what they want out of you. Review this document with them, and ask their input – what’s
missing? Does anything make them uncomfortable?
Request a written response - Take notes during the above conversation and always follow up in
writing (email is ok!) to confirm that you both heard the same thing. Then ask them to send you an
updated document in writing.
Have fun negotiating - Be open to wheeling and dealing (and thinking outside the box!), but don’t
give away the farm. Always be ready to walk away.
Celebrate your agreement - A written agreement is a big deal, and a beautiful thing; show your
pride in it. Never hurts to buy your new client a yeast-flavored soda.

Essential Considerations

Every deal is different, but some elements show up more than others
in the creative industries.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Clearly defined parties
Agreement Date and Term
Clearly defined deliverables
Form and matter of delivery
Draft review/approval process
Attribution and marketing licenses
Change order process
Force majeure

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cost of materials
Clearly defined payment terms
IP ownership – Work for Hire?
Limit liability to extent of profit
Termination (both parties)
Liquidated damages
Choice of law
Dispute resolution

Resources
A great blog post

http://www.alistapart.com/articles/agreements-equal-expectations/

A great book
A great team

Getting to Yes: Negotiating Agreement Without Giving In
by Roger Fisher and William Ury
Every serious business should have professionals it can approach
confidently with questions. Consider us.
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